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Native American Center to open in May
Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
While construction of the University of Montana’s new Native
American Center is complete, the
doors won’t open until graduation
weekend.
Kevin Krebsbach, UM’s associate director of planning and construction, said the building is still
waiting on furniture and needs
general cleanup and maintenance
work, in addition to landscaping
outside. The Native American
Studies program probably won’t
move in early, either, in an effort
to keep the building pristine for its
opening ceremony in May, when
representatives from Montana’s
eight Indian tribes will be present,
Krebsbach said.
Construction of the center began in November 2008, with more
than $8.5 million going toward
the building. Over $6 million of
that came from private donations,
Krebsbach said.
Daniel Glenn, design architect
for the building, said there are big
hopes for the center other than its
function as a kind of “home away
from home” for native students.
“We’re also hoping that it will
encourage non-native students
to come into the building and to
begin to learn more about native people and their presence in
the region,” Glenn said. “I’m really excited about that aspect of
it. It really has the potential to
become more than just another
campus building, but a center for
native people and learning about
native people, for everyone in the

Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin

The Salish-Kootenai, Blackfoot and Little Shell Chippewa are three of the seven federally recognized Indian tribes in Montana whose seals decorate the new Native
American Center. The recently-completed building will open graduation weekend.

state and region.”
The building is the first on campus to be certified under Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design criteria, using less than
half the energy of a conventional

building, Glenn said. Some of the
native people’s greatest concerns
when the building design was
being created were making the
building as green as possible and
saving many of the trees on the

construction site, Glenn said.
Another criterion of the design
was to create a “boldly Native
American” building that still fit in
with existing architecture around
campus, Glenn said.

The building design was modeled after traditional tribal buildings, including a circular rotunda
pattern on a teepee lodge. The

See CENTER, page 5

Dermatologist warns against the use of tanning beds
Shanda Bradshaw
Montana Kaimin
Moles may be more than just
skin blemishes. If they change
shape or color, people shouldn’t
hesitate to see a doctor, because
those differences might indicate
skin cancer.
According to Dr. Lance Hinther, a local dermatologist who
gave a lecture titled “Prevention
and Recognition of Skin Cancer”

at Community Medical Center
Tuesday night, skin cancer is easily treatable if it is caught early.
Hinther informed his small audience that there are three types
of skin cancer — basal cell, squamous cell and melanoma. Melanoma is the deadliest of the three,
accounting for 80 percent of skin
cancer deaths per year.
Because of this high risk, Hinther suggests people do all they

can to prevent putting themselves
at risk for skin cancer, especially
avoiding tanning beds.
“We are starting to see melanomas in places we’ve never seen
them before because of tanning
beds,” Hinther said. “Tan skin is
actually damaged skin.”
He said tanning beds are four
to 10 times stronger than the sun,
putting people who use them at a
much higher risk.

“As dermatologists, we are
terrible opponents of tanning
booths,” Hinther said. “You could
even say we’re raving lunatics of
opponents to them.”
In response to a recent study
conducted by the World Health
Organization, experts have designated tanning beds as one of the
top cancer risks, deeming them as
deadly as arsenic.
The study also concluded that

the risk of skin cancer increases
by 75 percent when people start
using tanning beds before the age
of 30.
“The tanning industry is like
the tobacco industry,” Hinther
said. “They don’t tell you the
truth.”
He said one of the many lies
that the tanning industry tells is

See CANCER, page 5

Injured students from DUI crash released from hospital
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Two University of Montana
students were released from St.
Patrick Hospital after sustaining
injuries in a DUI-related singlecar wreck almost two weeks ago.
Dakota Pahl received treatment
for a broken right femur, according to a complaint filed with the
Missoula County Justice Court.
She returned to her dorm room
Tuesday evening.

Zachary Hughes was treated
and released last week for “serious
internal and head injuries.”
Anthony Napoletano was also
treated for serious head and leg
injuries sustained in the crash.
Hughes said Napoletano is returning to his hometown of Chicago
to recover from the head injuries,
which Hughes said required surgery to alleviate pressure on the
brain.
In the early morning of Feb. 20,
Nicholas Corn was driving a 1999

Subaru Legacy down Deer Creek
Road on the way back from a bonfire in East Missoula with the three
other students when he lost control
of the car. After the car went off
an access on the right shoulder, it
became airborne and struck a tree
high above the ground.
Rescuers had to use the Jaws of
Life to get two of the injured students out of the backseat.
Napoletano was the only one
in the accident not wearing a seatbelt, Hughes said.

Corn refused to submit to
Breathalyzer or blood tests for alcohol consumption the morning of
the crash, although the complaint
reported he admitted to a Montana
Highway patrolman that he had
been drinking.
Patty Bower, a deputy county
attorney for Missoula County, said
that when somebody charged with
a DUI refuses a blood or breath
test, other types of evidence could
be factored into their prosecution,
such as the presence of alcohol in

the car.
Testimonial evidence from law
enforcement officers, describing things such as the defendant’s
driving ability, performance in
field sobriety tests and physical
appearance like bloodshot eyes,
can also be used in court.
“There are a lot of pieces to the
DUI puzzle,” Bower said.
Corn will be back in court for a
preliminary hearing on March 8.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
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Stay safe and alert, Missoula pedestrians

EDITORIAL

Brenna Braaten,
News Editor
I like that Missoula is friendly to different forms of transportation, whether it’s a bike, a long
board or just a person’s feet. But
at some point, there has to be a
limit to how friendly drivers are.
No, I’m not condoning hitting
people.
There is a general feeling of
safety in the relationship between Missoula drivers and
pedestrians. Cars actually stop
when people cross the street.

The
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It’s mostly a good thing, but it can
have consequences.
Pedestrians have the right of
way; that’s something I learned
in Driver’s Education many years
ago, and I have always tried to
remember that. But that doesn’t
mean everyone else does, too.
During the first semester of
my senior year of high school,
no fewer than 10 freshmen were
hit by student-driven cars during
the lunch break. While this is not
a fact I’m proud of, it’s the truth
of the matter: Some people won’t
stop. In this case, it’s because the
drivers were inexperienced. But
there are many other cases.
A driver could be from another
town and not as used to the number of pedestrians we have in Missoula. A driver could be distracted

by a cell phone, which is now illegal in Missoula, or perhaps by
another person in the car. There’s
also the unthinkable, that the
driver has reached down to grab
something that he or she dropped
and isn’t paying any attention to
what’s out on the road.
These kinds of things happen
every day.
My parents always taught me
defensive driving: Don’t think
that the other person is going to
stop. Think they’re going to hit
you. It’s kept me alert and smart
about driving.
Pedestrians should take the
same attitude and practice defensive walking. It may sound
silly, but just because a driver will
stop for you 99 times out of 100,
that doesn’t mean they will that

100th time.
Especially around the University of Montana campus, people
will just walk out into the street
without paying attention to what
the cars are doing, thinking
they’ll stop. Most of the time they
will, but not always. This is why
pedestrians should always wait for
the cars to stop — in both directions, not just one — before crossing the street.
I frequently drive on Arthur
Avenue since I live close to campus. I try to stop for all pedestrians, even some bicyclists, whenever I can, but even I don’t see
everyone. It’s even harder to see
a person who is jaywalking or a
person wearing dark clothes at
night.
Just because traffic halts here

stepchild
red-headed

People go to bars
for the attention,
not the drinks

I tried to get into the Missoula
bar scene. I really tried. But I could
never pretend that I was having fun
well enough to convince myself I
was actually having a good time.
Of course, after I turned 21 last
spring, I spent the better part of
a month in Charlie B’s sharing a
pitcher with my iPod or a crossword puzzle just because I could.
At first, it was almost glamorous.
“Whiskey ginger, please,” I
would say.
“Double or single?”
Damn, this shit comes in sizes?
Well, supersize me, ma’am.
But frankly, I’m not the bar
type. I’m not good at starting random conversations with pretty
girls, I don’t really like Top 40 music and I’m a horrible pool player.
But I kept going to bars until I began to ask myself what the hell I
was doing there.
It seemed every time I went out,
it was anticlimactic, ending with
me looking at the bored eyes of
the group of guys I was with and

asking, “Do you guys just want to
get a case and listen to music at my
place?”
So why is it that, despite a recession and a chronically poor
college demographic, bars in Missoula are packed? And not just on
Fridays and Saturdays. Thursdays
are home to the infamous Dead
Hipster Dance Party. Wasted
Wednesdays at the Top Hat include
drink specials that, naturally, get
you wasted.
But it’s still cheaper to just buy
a case of PBR and listen to your
own iPod in the comfort of your
own home. So why is everyone
else my age having so much fun
getting jostled around like dice in
Yahtzee cups at overheated and
understaffed bars while I can’t
even convince myself to go to one
unless I’ve already been drinking?
What is the attraction?
I once saw a drunk student attempt to insert his GrizCard into
the ATM at the Missoula Club
three times before discerning that

the machine was broken. That was
pretty entertaining. But that’s just
people watching, and people have
to be there for me to watch. Other
people go to the bar for other reasons.
Then one night, as I was elbowing my way through a crowd
covered in perfume and tribal tattoos to order my whiskey ginger,
I realized how much attention the
bartender was getting. The answer
was somewhere in the flurry of
waving hands, shrill drink orders
and spray-on tans. Any of these
people could’ve gone home, probably to a boyfriend or girlfriend,
where they could’ve had a pleasant
evening watching The Office on
Hulu and getting drunk with much
less work. But, they were here,
screaming as loud as they could
for attention.
It wasn’t the alcohol they wanted; it was the attention. It’s human
nature. Everyone is guilty of it,
myself included. Even when I go to
bars, just wanting to sit and share

The Montana Kaimin is printed on
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brenna.braaten@umontana.edu

By Josh Potter

a pitcher between friends, I spend
the night scanning the room to see
who’s looking at me and whom
I want to look at. I decide “this
place blows” if there aren’t enough
people there, even when I just want
to sit around anyway.
Bars are testing grounds for
people hopped up on youth and
horniness to see just how much
attention they can get; to see, in
a real-world setting (not the classroom, not the Food Zoo, not the
dorms) how many eyes they can
get directed their way, and obtaining the bartender’s attention always constitutes extra points.
The bartenders, of course, love
this. I know this because I think
I’d make a great bartender since
I absolutely adore unearned attention. If all I had to do was sell
something people already wanted
for way too much money in order to capture the distracted eyes
of 21-year-old girls, I wouldn’t do
anything else for the rest of my
life. The bartender’s got what you

want, and he’s got plenty of it. And
if it’s you he decides to wait on before anyone else, even if it’s just to
pour your watered-down whiskey
ginger over and over again, consider it a win.
Think about it: Whether or not
you’re going home with someone,
whether or not you got a phone
number or even met someone, if
you’re going home drunk, the next
day you will say, “Last night was
crazy,” or, “That was awesome,
bro.” This is because it’s been reaffirmed that you’re worth being
waited on.
The truth is the bartender
doesn’t need you to be there. He
or she has 1,000 other more attractive, richer and drunker people
who will give him bigger tips.
But because the barman actually
listened when you said, “Three
shots of tequila for me and the ladies, and keep ‘em coming,” for
one night, you were on top of the
world.
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in Missoula doesn’t mean it will
stop elsewhere. There are plenty
of bigger cities that are not as pedestrian-friendly, which could get
some walkers into trouble. I worry
about those who have lived their
entire lives here and don’t know
any better.
My advice is “pay attention,” in
the words of a former employer of
mine. You’ll have a better chance
of handling a situation if you see
it coming.
So Missoula drivers, follow
the law and yield to pedestrians.
But, Missoula pedestrians, don’t
assume that a driver is going to
stop unless he or she already has,
or you might get a little friendlier
with that bumper than you meant
to.
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Opinion
Olympics, instead of focusing on
the more dire situations the games
may be diverting our attention
from.
Also, in response to Brenna
Braaten’s question about what
Olympic coverage looks likes in
other countries, I will say that
what I experienced while studying abroad in Australia during the
2004 Summer Olympics was unlike anything I have seen in the
USA. My American friends and I
were appalled at the egocentricity
of the Australian coverage, which
vastly exceeded that of any Olympic coverage we had seen in this
country.
Laura Goldberg
Graduate Student
Environmental Studies
Tobacco dangers
daunting enough
When reading Julee Stearns’
column published in December, I
discerned that the Health Center
believes the dangerous and addictive nature of chewing tobacco is,
by itself, sufficient reason to ban
it, but in order to justify the ban of
smoking it has provided numerous
other reasons. Why did the Health
Center provide other reasons? If it
believes that people should not be
allowed to choose to damage their
own health (the sole reason for

Kaimin
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Did you watch
Jay Leno’s return as
host of the Tonight Show
last night?
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Letters to
the Editor

banning chewing tobacco) at their
own discretion, why was this reason insufficient to ban all tobacco?
But I see I have neglected the
absurd second part of this argument, “We cannot send the message that other types of tobacco
are safer, perhaps encouraging
higher rates of smokeless use.”
Of course there is some anecdotal
evidence supporting the claim that
college aged, rational adults make
judgments based on what the university does and does not explicitly ban. For instance, most of the
people I have spoken with support murder, but are vehemently
against use of marijuana, because
the latter is forbidden by the student code, while the former is not.
In her column, Julee Stearns
opened, “Debate about tobacco
use at UM [is] healthy...” To quote
the 19th century economist Bastiat, “We must confess that our
adversaries have a marked advantage over us in the discussion. In
very few words they can announce
a half truth; and in order to demonstrate that it is incomplete, we
are obliged to have recourse to
long and dry dissertations.” Unfortunately each assertion that
Ms. Stearns made in a few words
is met completely only after an
explanation longer even than the
700 words of a column. My complete response would likely fill
the opinion page for several days.
While debate is healthy, the debate
is unhealthy.
Eric Russell
Sophomore
English

Ar
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Olympics are welcome
distraction
Andrew Dusek dutifully reminded readers that the Olympics
have the potential to take our attention away from serious events
occurring in other areas of the
world. While remaining informed
about the devastating events in Afghanistan, Haiti, and other places
is important during these biennial
celebrations of sportsmanship and
athleticism, we must embrace the
Olympics for giving us some relief
from the unsettling news coverage
we are used to and allowing us to
cheer on our country and display
our patriotism under circumstances that do not involve violence or
disaster.
In an interview with Al Michaels on Sunday, Mark Johnson
of the 1980 United States hockey
team noted that many people remember where they were when
somber events took place, such
as the Kennedy assassination and
9-11, but also where they were
when they heard the US had defeated the Soviets in ice hockey
during the 1980 Winter Olympics. Johnson went on to say that
he hopes younger generations will
experience something similar in
their time, a momentous occasion
an entire country can recall with
pride and joy, not sadness.
Yes, the 1980 hockey game
was politically tinged due to the
Cold War, but it was also a defining moment in American sports
history that excited the nation. It
is moments like these we should
hope for and embrace during the
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“No, I didn’t watch
it ... I like the
‘Headlines’ on Jay
Leno.”

Eric Leionen, enviromental
studies and geography
“Why would I watch Jay Leno?
No. 1, I don’t have a TV, and
No. 2, if I did, I wouldn’t be
able to afford cable.”

John Metropoulos,
exercise science

“I haven’t really watched
it lately. I know the whole
Conan O’Brien feud thing,
but I haven’t really kept up
on it.”

Auddy Harvey,
dietetics
“No, I didn’t watch
it ... I’m not really
a Monday night TV
watcher, I’m more of
a homework doer.”

Levi Warbrick,
pharmacy
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Student organizes bake sale to raise money for Haiti
group will deliver cookies throughout the Lewis
and Clark Village and provide “curbside to go”
service to drivers at the parking lot near BuildUniversity of Montana junior Aleks Pitt and ing I in the Village from 5 p.m. to midnight.
her friends will make and deliver homemade
“We will have ginger snaps, oatmeal and
cookies Thursday to raise money for Habitat for chocolate chip, for sure,” Pitt said. “Since some
Humanity in Haiti.
people are bringing other kinds, it will vary
Pitt said she decided to organize the fundrais- throughout the night. But there won’t be any
er when she realized there weren’t many groups
store-bought cookies;
on campus raising money
all homemade.”
for Haiti. She’s calling it
Pitt and her friends
“iBaked for Haiti” because
are funding the bake
she and her friends will do
sale, which is sponmost of the baking in her
sored by Campus
apartment in Building I of
Corps through the UM
Lewis and Clark.
Office for Civic En“I think this disaster in
gagement. Pitt said she
Haiti was huge, and I feel obsought support from
ligated to do something,” Pitt
Campus Corps after
said. “Except for the Nurses
Lewis and Clark VilAssociation bake sale, I relage rules prohibited
ally haven’t seen much about
her from fundraising
- Diana Stonehouse, junior, social work without support from
Haiti on campus.”
Diana Stonehouse, a jua formal organization.
nior majoring in social work, said the idea came
“Our office is supporting her in any way we
about as she and Pitt watched footage of the di- can,” said Anna Semple, OCE service learning
saster on television news.
team leader, “but as a Campus Corps member,
“We were talking about how we were watch- she is making it happen.”
ing news of all of these children and families
Habitat for Humanity is using donations to
without houses and food while we were in our fund construction of transitional housing that
nice apartments with cable TV and heating and can be made permanent over time for Haitian
nice, big double beds and everything,” Stone- families whose homes were destroyed by the
house said. “And we thought that instead of just Jan. 12 earthquake, according to a press release
sitting there, saying we wish we could do some- on the nonprofit organization’s Web site. Pitt
thing, we should actually do something to help.” said the rainy season is creating a “second natuPitt said more inspiration came from Boul- ral disaster,” and the group is trying to help the
der Baked, a Colorado bakery that delivers fresh island’s villages withstand the rains.
desserts until 2 a.m.
After requesting $1.4 billion from interna“We decided to do this because everyone tional donors, U.N. Secretary General Ban Kilikes cookies, right?” Stonehouse said.
moon told the press on Feb. 18, “As the rainy
Stonehouse had leftover baking ingredients season is coming to Haiti, then it will be exfrom other groups’ bake sales, so she and Pitt tremely important for us to provide, on a priority
started organizing the fundraiser.
basis, shelter and sanitation and all other necesThe students will bake cookies throughout sary humanitarian assistance.”
Thursday night, and others have volunteered
All cookies are three for $1 and can be picked
to bring their favorite cookies from home. The up in apartment I-32 or ordered at (720) 810-3367.
Heidi Groover
Montana Kaimin

“And we thought
instead of just sitting
there, saying we wish
we could do something,
we should actually do
something to help.”

heidi.groover@umontana.edu

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Aleks Pitt shops for cookie ingredients at the Albertsons on East Broadway Street. Pitt is one
of the organizers for the “iBaked for Haiti” fundraiser. Cookies will be on sale at Lewis and Clark
Village Thursday 5 p.m. until midnight.
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circular atrium, bordered by glass
walls with an opening for light on
the ceiling, gives the structure a
similar translucency to these traditional structures, Glenn said.
The building design also draws
from structures like the Sundance
Lodge, which uses 12 vertical
poles to support the exterior walls
surrounding a central gathering
space. Crests from each of Montana’s eight tribes are on the outside of the center, and native grasses and vegetation will be planted
around the structure. A storytelling area, resembling a traditional sweat lodge, will also be
outside the building in its garden
area.
The decision to place the building on the Oval was made to honor
the history of the Salish people,
who once had encampments on
the land where UM is now built,
Glenn said.
Dave Beck, director of UM’s
Native American Studies program,
said the program has waited a long
time for its new home. A plan was
already in place for this building
when he started working at the
university 10 years ago. After all
the fundraising and planning, he’s
excited to finally see it here on the
Oval, Beck said.
The building has five classrooms, seating up to 50 students
each, and 10 offices. A couple
thousand students take classes offered by the program every year,
with the largest number taking
their introductory course, Beck
said. The program has around 30
to 40 Native American Studies
majors every year. The program
will be able to hold most of their
classes in the new building, and
when NAS classes aren’t using the
rooms, other departments will be
able to use them.
“It’s even more spectacular
from the inside than the outside,”
Beck said. “The building is a very
powerful symbol of the way the
university feels about tribal communities, that tribal communities
are an important part of Montana,
not just in the past but in the future.”
Shane Sangrey, a counselor and
adviser at Stone Child College, a
two-year institution on the Rocky
Boy Indian Reservation, said he’s
looking forward to sending native students to the University of
Montana with this new building in
place.
“I’m so thankful to the university for putting a Native American
center on campus, as well as explaining the history of the land to
visitors and the native communities, because I think it’s important
that they know that that was once
Indian territory,” Sangrey said.
Sangrey said that after going on
a tour of the building, he felt the
center was much more than just
classrooms.
“It truly felt like a home away
from home, and it made me feel
happy and prideful,” Sangrey said.
“It made me feel prideful that the
University does care about making
the best possible educational experience for Native Americans. It’s
a huge step, and it’s probably one
of the best steps the University has
ever leaped into full force.”
carmen.george@umontana.edu
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Feel the beat

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

A kalimba sits in front of musicians Boo Curry (left) and Michael Meyer during a Unity Dance and Drum’s African dance class. Curry and Meyer both
played traditional African instruments while dance instructor Tarn Ream taught African dance moves to a group of women. The class meets every
Tuesday at the Missoula Senior Center.

CANCER
From page 1
that tanning beds activate vitamin
D, which helps people absorb calcium, helping to form and maintain strong bones.
“It’s just another con job by the
tanning industry, when actually
vitamin D is activated by UVB
rays and tanning beds only emit
UVA rays,” Hinther said.
In recent years, Hinther has
seen outdoor tanning become less
popular, but indoor tanning has
continued to persist. He also said
that although the chance of getting
skin cancer increases with age and
the majority of his patients are

“

You really want
to avoid
having me cut
into you. You can
avoid the pain,
the cost and
the life threat.

”

-Dr. Lance Hinther,
dermatologist

older, most skin damage occurs
before the age of 20.
“It’s not uncommon for
young women between the ages
of 25 and 35 to have signs of
skin cancer, while my youngest
patient was 12,” Hinther said.
Hinther said it’s important
for young people to know the
risks of skin cancer so they can
prevent it.
“You really want to avoid
having me cut into you,” he
said. “You can avoid the pain,
the cost and the life threat.”
Hinther’s three main suggestions to prevent skin cancer
are sunscreen, protective clothing and good sense. He also

suggests learning how to identify
skin cancer in order to catch it early. The “ABCDE criteria” include
determining if a mole or spot is
asymmetrical, if its borders are irregular, if it is multicolored, if it’s
darker than normal and if it has
evolved. He said the most common places where women develop
melanoma are their backs and the
backs of their legs, while for men,
it is the tops of their ears.
Although it’s never a bad idea
for anyone to get a cancer screening, Hinther recommends that
people who have already had skin
cancer or who have a family history of it get screened at least once
a year.
shanda.bradshaw@umontana.edu
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2010 Snowbowl Cup winner Rolf Wilson jumps through the cliffs and over the knoll on his way to a new hill record.

Snowbowl offers

Gelande attracts com

Above: A ski jumper leaps off the end
of the table. Competitors must clear an
80-foot gap to the downhill landing.
Right: Marsh Gooding unleashes
a roar of satisfaction after sailing nearly 200 feet off the jump.

At the awards ceremony, winner Rolf Wilson of Bozeman hoists the trophy into the

7

Center: Skiers PJ Moran and Peter
Maxwell (background) wax their
jumping skis for extra speed going
off the jump.
Left: Pine boughs are hand-placed
on the track to help skiers go the
right direction toward the jump.

Olympics follow-up

mpetitors and spectators

e air.

Story by Justin Franz
Photos by Ben Coulter
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NCE ROLF Wilson
thrust his body forward, there was no
turning back. His skis
jabbed back and forth,
The competition judges watch from the knoll above the landing as the jumpers soar.
back and forth, like pistons on a
locomotive, as he gained speed.
And while judging ski competitions isn’t their usual job, Badgley and
Around the turn, he began to straighten up, his legs becoming still as he
friends certainly did not look like they minded working a Sunday.
hit the weathered, wooden table.
“How many places do you get to see jumpers fly?” Badgley said
Quickly — in the blink of an eye, really — he began to lean forward
Like the other four judges on hand Sunday, Badgley started jumping
before he reached the end of the table. Gravity was taking over.
in the early 1980s. In 1987, he took second place in the U.S. Nationals.
With a quick vocal screech, he was airborne, stiff as he flew past
He started his jumping career at Snowbowl, thanks to his college
a small crowd of judges and onlookers. Already 10 feet or so off the
roommate at the University of Montana.
ground, his height increased as the ground sloped away.
“Once I did that first jump, I couldn’t stop,” Badgley said.
He arched through the air, and as the ground began to near, he preIt was the same story for Lloyd Thorsrud, who won the National Cup
pared to land. Suddenly, his skis kissed the snow and he was on the
five times between 1984 and 1989 and remained an avid jumper until
ground again. His free fall was over.
2004 when he finally decided to retire.
He slowed down and onlookers cheered, knowing that Wilson had
“I was just not mentally and physically prepared to jump (anymore),”
done something special: He had just jumped 205 feet, tying the record
Thorsrud said, adding that people need to be confident in their ability,
made just a few years ago by his younger brother, Erik. The long jump
something he said wasn’t lacking among the competitors at Sunday’s
would give the elder Wilson first prize in last weekend’s Snowbowl Cup
finals.
Gelande Championship.
“These guys will jump as long as they feel confident,” Thorsrud said.
But not all was lost for Erik, because he ended up taking third place
Jesse Goldsmith from Bozeman, who has taken part in the event for
during the two-day event that brought six amateur and 17 professional
the past three years, has been skiing almost all his life.
skiers from across the west to compete in the 37-year-old Missoula tradi“It’s a blast. It’s that perfect wave of skiing. It’s a great jump,” Goldtion.
smith said. “It’s almost as good as powder … almost.”
Unlike the ski jumping seen during the Olympic Winter games
It’s a jump made possible mainly due to the work of its conqueror,
(where skiers jump using bindings that free the heels and without ski
Wilson, who has organized the event — often referred to as “the Monpoles), those in the Gelande jump use regular alpine gear.
tana Winter Olympics” — for the past three years.
The Snowbowl event is one of three annual Gelande events in the
Wilson said it was a great opportunity for local skiers to get together,
United States, but it is unique in that it has one of the only ski jumps left
and he gives thanks for their help and to the community of Missoula.
in the country with an approach and landing zone that is not manmade.
And skiing isn’t the only draw, Badgley said.
It is also the only competition to feature a turn in the run above the jump.
“We have a great bar at the bottom (of the slope),” Badgley said,
While skiers soared through the air, spectators enjoyed the sights on
which kept thirsty spectators far from dehydration well into the night.
an uncommonly warm day that felt more like April than the last day of
One may wonder if winning amateur jumper Kyle Taylor hit up the
February.
bar before giving the crowd the grand finale of the 2010 Gelande Cham“It looks scary, doesn’t it?” said Curt Spurzem to his young son, Scott,
pionship. Wearing only ski boots and goggles, Taylor continued a Geas they stood behind an orange fence at the base of the hill.
lande tradition of skiing down the slope completely nude in what had to
Both had been skiing Snowbowl for the day, but were taking a break
be a freezing finish to a successful weekend.
to watch the jumpers as they started the final rounds Sunday afternoon.
justin.franz@umontana.edu
Meanwhile, up the slope near the old wooden jump, Paul “Baddog”
Badgley was enjoying the sunlight as he and four other former ski jumpers judged each contender for style and form, based on a rating of one
through 10.
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UMConnect offers more services to disinterested users
Justyn Field
Montana Kaimin
The UM Office of Information
Technology completed the final
steps of switching students’ e-mail
services from GrizMail to UMConnect on Feb. 22. The new platform offers services in addition to
e-mail, including an online storage
area called SkyDrive that can hold
up to 25 gigabytes of files.
To aid in the transition from
GrizMail, students can temporarily forward GrizMail messages
to their UMConnect accounts.

But after March 12, anything addressed to an “@grizmail.umt.
edu” address will not be delivered.
UMConnect accounts still use the
old “firstname.lastname@umontana.edu” address.
A student can use the new services by clicking on the “Home”
link above their UMConnect email. He or she then must have or
create a Windows Live ID. Use
of these other Microsoft-provided
services, such as SkyDrive, Spaces, Photos or Office Live, aren’t
bound by the more stringent pri-

vacy agreement between UM and
Microsoft, where the use is subject
to University of Montana policies
and the University’s Student Conduct Code.
But for all the new offerings,
few students said they are using
the expanded services.
Freshman Conor Ballantyne,
who plans on majoring in journalism, said he signed up for UMConnect in December, but he hasn’t
used any of the services outside of
e-mail.
The same is true of Steven

Tucker, a sophomore in the medical program at the College of
Technology.
“I haven’t experimented with it
at all yet,” Tucker said. “I’ll probably just use it for e-mail.”
The free storage space on SkyDrive coupled with the ability to
share files with other classmates
may be a handy way to store and
transfer group assignments instead
of depending on flash drives. Still,
students aren’t sold on the idea.
“I already have a flash drive,”
Ballantyne said.

Some also don’t see a need for
Microsoft’s Windows Live “Profile” option to network with others.
“I don’t need to keep having social networking things going on,”
Ballantyne said.
On Tuesday, UMConnect
wasn’t responding for a while due
to a Microsoft server issue. IT
Central technicians are aware of
the problem and recommend that
users try again every couple of
hours.
justyn.field@umontana.edu

Earth’s day may be shorter Former UM writer-in-residence,
due to Chile earthquake author Barry Hannah dies at 67
Associated Press
Chile earthquake may have
shortened Earth’s day
Earth’s days may have gotten a
little bit shorter since the massive
earthquake in Chile, but don’t feel
bad if you haven’t noticed.
The difference would be only
about one-millionth of a second.
Richard Gross, a scientist at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., and colleagues calculated that Saturday’s
quake shortened the day by 1.26
microseconds. A microsecond is
one-millionth of a second.
The length of a day is the time
it takes for the planet to complete
one rotation — 86,400 seconds or
24 hours.
An earthquake can make
Earth rotate faster by nudging
some of its mass closer to the
planet’s axis, just as ice skaters

can speed up their spins by pulling in their arms. Conversely, a
quake can slow the rotation and
lengthen the day if it redistributes mass away from that axis,
Gross said Tuesday.
Gross said the calculated
changes in length of the day are
permanent. So a bunch of big
quakes could add up to make the
day shorter, “but these changes are
very, very small.”
So small, in fact, that scientists
can’t record them directly. Gross
said actual observations of the
length of the day are accurate to
five-millionths of a second. His
estimate of the effect of the Chile
quake is only a quarter of that
span.
“I’ll certainly look at the observations when they come in,”
Gross said, but “I doubt I’ll see
anything.”

Associated Press
Author Barry Hannah, whose
fiction was laced with dark humor
and populated by hard-drinking
Southerners, died Monday at his
home in Oxford, Miss. He was 67.
Hannah held a position as a
writer-in-residence at the University of Montana in 1983.
Lafayette County Coroner
Rocky Kennedy said Hannah
died Monday afternoon of “natural causes,” declining to elaborate
until he shared the details with
Hannah’s wife, Susan. Kennedy
said the death is not under investigation.
Hannah’s first novel, “Geronimo Rex,” was published in 1972.
It received the William Faulkner
prize for writing and was nominated for a National Book Award.
His 1996 short story collection,
“High Lonesome,” was nominated
for the Pulitzer Prize.
Novelist and Mississippi native
Richard Ford called Hannah “a
shooting star.”
“Barry could somehow make
the English sentence generous
and unpredictable, yet still make
wonderful sense, which for readers is thrilling,” Ford said from his
home in Maine. “You never knew
the source of the next word. But

he seemed to command the short
story form and the novel form and
make those forms up newly for
himself.”
Longtime friend Malcolm
White, the director of the Mississippi Arts Commission, said
Hannah “loved words, fishing, his
family and going fast.”
“Barry was Mississippi’s irreverent poet of the dark side, our rebellious, misfit uncle of the nightlife, the voice of the unrehearsed
and the unapologetic outburst in
the corner of the room,” White
said Monday.
Hannah was born and raised
in Mississippi. He graduated in
1964 from Mississippi College in
Clinton and later earned a master’s
degree in creative writing from the
University of Arkansas.
He taught writing at the University of Mississippi for more
than 25 years. In 1996, Hannah
told the student newspaper at the
University of Mississippi that
teaching inspired him.
“The short fiction form that
I teach is a great format for fine
classroom conversation about the
art,” Hannah said. “My writing
has always been enhanced by my
teaching.”
In addition to the University of
Montana, he also worked as writ-

er-in-residence at the University of
Iowa and Middlebury College in
Vermont.
In 2003, Hannah was given
the PEN/Malamud Award, which
recognizes excellence in the art of
short fiction.
Ford said he and Hannah spoke
often about the idea of “Southernness.”
“We circled the whole issue
of Southernness differently,” said
Ford, whose novel, “Independence
Day,” won the 1996 Pulitzer Prize
for fiction. “I think he embraced it
in a way that he took sustenance
from. He chose to live in William
Faulkner’s town, chose to stay in
the South, to his great strength and
credit. But he was not a regional
talent. He was much larger than
that.”
The friendship between the two
writers grew after Ford’s mother
died in 1981. He said he drove
from New Orleans to Oxford and
just looked Hannah up.
“I hadn’t ever really met him,”
he said. “I’d heard about him, but
didn’t really know him. He’s the
one guy, I knew, who I could make
a connection with. He took me in,
saw to me. Even when he didn’t
have to because I was just another
writer he knew. I’ve always loved
him for that.”
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WEEKLY HOME SCHEDULE

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Northern Arizona at Montana,
Sunday, 7:05 p.m.
WEEKLY AWAY SCHEDULE

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Montana at Northern Arizona,
Thursday, 6:30 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Montana at Northern Arizona,
Friday, 10 a.m.
MEN’S TENNIS
Montana vs. Idaho State
(in Bozeman),
Saturday, 10 a.m.
Montana at Montana State,
Sunday, 10 a.m.
QUOTABLE

“The teams that aren’t in it (the
conference tournament) are not
much different than the teams that
are, that’s for sure.”
Robin Selvig, on his team playing its final non-conference game
Thursday at Northern Arizona.
The Lumberjacks have been eliminated from playoff contention.
BRIEFING

MONTANA STATE’S
STAVEN HONORED FOR
INDOOR TRACK SHOWING
Montana State junior Asa
Staven was named the Field Athlete of the Meet after his showing
in last week’s Big Sky Conference
Indoor Track and Field Championships in Bozeman. Staven garnered 27 points for the Bobcats,
who finished second to Northern
Arizona. Staven, from Georgetown, Texas, finished second in
the heptathlon, third in the individual long jump, third in the high
jump and fourth in the pole vault.

Ben Coulter / Montana Kaimin

Tim Joyner runs down Jared Dick at rugby practice on Tuesday evening at the River Bowl.

Jesters confident heading into spring campaign

There are eight teams and two divisions. Ben Johnson added.
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
The Jesters reside in the west division with the
“The new guys we’ve picked up this seaMissoula
All-Maggots,
the
Spokane
Razorson
are picking up on the game quickly,” Matt
It’s fast, it’s punishing, and it’s the most enbacks
and
the
Flathead
Moose.
Johnson
said. The Jesters will open their seatertaining sport in Missoula.
Last
season,
the
Jesters
finished
the
spring
son
in
Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho, this Saturday.
As Old Man Winter begins to loosen his icy
season
with
a
2–2
record
and
bowed
out
of
the
While
the
weather is usually much nicer
grip on the Missoula Valley, the University of
first
round
of
the
MRU
tournament
to
the
Billonce
the
season
actually starts, the Jesters beMontana Jesters rugby club members are ready
ings
Bulls.
gin
their
conditioning
in the doldrums of winto strap on their spikes and make an impact in
This
year,
the
UM
club
is
confident
of
a
ter.
They
have
been
practicing
since the second
the upcoming season.
better
result,
especially
with
this
year’s
tournaweek
of
February
and
scrimmaged
against the
“We’re looking to really stake a claim in
STANDINGS
ment
taking
place
on
its
home
field.
All-Maggots
last
weekend
in
Stevensville.
our league this year and make a name for our“All the Jesters are really excited. We got
“We always start really early. I’ve never not
selves,” said Jesters team president Matt JohnMen’s Basketball
a
good
team,
and
we’re
looking
really,
really
practiced
with the Jesters in February,” said
son.
good
this
semester,”
said
Jesters
veteran
Ben
Ben
Johnson.
“We skid our knees playing on
That name will have to be built within the
School 		
Big Sky Overall
Johnson.
“We
retained
a
majority
of
our
team.”
snow
and
ice.”
confines of the Montana Rugby Union. The
Weber State*
13–2
19–9
While the core of the club is still intact, it’s
Despite
Johnson’s
insistence
on
MRU is an independent union of men’s and
Northern Colo.* 12–4
24–6
the
skill
level
of
the
new
players
joining
the
collegiate teams in Montana and surrounding
Montana State* 10–6
19–9
See RUGBY, page 10
team this season that has been most impressive,
Montana*
9–6
14–13 states.
Northern Ariz.* 8–8
14–13
Portland State
7–9
10–17
Eastern Wash.* 5–11
9–21
Idaho State
4–12
7–20
the surprising second-place finish- Dahlberg Arena back in Decem- sive intensity.
Matt McLeod
Sacramento State 3–13
9–21
Montana Kaimin
er. Still alive are third-place Mon- ber and trounced them by 20 in
The Saturday night showdown
*Clinched berth in postseason
Every conference matchup mat- tana State, fourth-place Montana, January when they met the Lum- pits Montana’s league-best defense
tournament
against a middle-of-the-road Lumters in the competitive Big Sky, but fifth-place Northern Arizona and berjacks in Flagstaff, Ariz.
As you might have expected, berjack offense ranked fourth in
from here on out, every game re- sixth-place Portland State.
Women’s Basketball
senior guard Anthony Johnson led scoring — right behind the Bobally counts.
No. 5 Northern Arizona (8–8, the way for Montana in both con- cats. Montana State gave the Griz’s
This week, the first round of
School 		
Big Sky Overall the men’s basketball playoffs be- 14–13) at No. 4 Montana (10–6, tests, going off for 22 points and 28 normally staunch defense fits on
Eastern Wash.* 10–3
17–9
points in the two games, but fresh- the perimeter and in the post last
gins. Playing in a league that has 19–9)
14–13
Sacramento State* 9–5
man guard Will Cherry showed week, as Cats guards capitalized
never garnered an at-large NCAA
9–6
14–14
Idaho State*
The good news for the Griz is flashes of his own. Cherry scored on relentless dribble penetration.
tournament berth, win or “better
15–13 luck next year” is the stark reality that they’ve beaten the Lumber- 10 points and added five assists at And underneath, the Cats’ big men
Portland State
9–5
8–6
13–13 staring the six remaining teams jacks twice already this year. The home against NAU, and poured in dominated the glass.
Montana
8–6
15–12 straight in the face.
Montana State
bad news: they’ll have to do it for a season-high 19 points and seven
The scenario should be at least
13–15
Northern Colo. 5–9
Regular season champion We- a third time coming off a disheart- rebounds the second time around. a little different against NAU. The
5–22 ber State is off this weekend, hav- ening loss to rival Montana State
Northern Ariz. 3–11
But in the wake of a head- Lumberjacks aren’t terrific inside,
3–12
9–19 ing earned a first-round bye and last weekend.
Weber State
scratching performance against but junior guard Cameron Jones
*Clinched berth in postseason the right to host next week’s semiThe best news for Montana? rival Montana State, the key for is one of a handful of dynamic
tournament
final and final rounds. The other The Griz routed their first-round the Griz will be bringing what got
See BIG SKY, page 10
bye went to Northern Colorado, opponent by 17 when NAU visited them here in the first place: defen-

Around the Big Sky: Men’s basketball playoff edition
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From page 9
guards who can give Johnson a run
for his money on any given night.
He’s been on a roll lately, too, averaging nearly 23 points per game
in NAU’s last five.
Still, a powerhouse performance from Jones might not be
enough. Save the Lumberjacks’
Jan. 28 home win over Montana
State, they haven’t had a big con-

ference victory or road coup all
year. They’ll need to get both this
week against a team still hell-bent
on a league title.
No. 6 Portland State (7–9,
12–17) at No. 4 Montana State
(10–6, 15–13)
Coming into the season, everyone expected big things from Portland State, a team picked to close
third in the league’s preseason
coaches and media polls.
Someone forgot to tell them
that.
The Vikings came out of the
gate looking awful, dropping four
of their first five games, including
the worst loss in school history —
a 111–55 drubbing at the hands of
Washington. Finally in December,
they answered a wake-up call, rattling off four wins in a row.
Since then, it’s been feast or
famine for Tyler Geving’s offensiveminded club. Hot scoring nights
have produced wins; not-so-hot
scoring nights have turned ugly.
But say what you want about
them — they put on an entertaining show for anyone who likes action, leading the league in offense
(putting up 78.9 points per game)
and coming in dead last in defense
(giving up 79.6 per game.)
Brad Huse’s third-place Bob-

cats, on the other hand, have been
relatively solid in just about every
statistical category on both sides of
the ball and have come up clutch in
big games and big moments.
It doesn’t hurt that Montana
State has a reliable cast of characters — forwards Bobby Howard
and Branden Johnson and guards
Erik Rush and Marquis Navarre
— who all average double digits in
scoring and defend aggressively.
Added to the mix is a wildcard,
guard Will Bynum, who averages just nine points per game, but
stepped up with a forceful, efficient outing against the rival Griz.
When the Vikings head to
Bozeman for their first-round
game against the Bobcats, it
should be a case of fire meeting
ice — but the question that remains is how hot Portland State
can get and how cold Montana
State can keep them.
Leading the offensive barrage
for the Vikings will be standout
senior Dominic Waters, who,
like Johnson and Jones, is a veteran guard shouldering his club’s
primary scoring load. Waters
averages more than 19 points
per game and will need another
sizzling showing to keep it from
being his last in a Portland State
uniform.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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RUGBY
From page 9
early-season conditioning, the
fields at Dornblaser this winter
have been more dangerous than
usual, forcing the team to move
practices to the River Bowl.
In the scrimmage against the
All-Maggots, the Jesters were able
to get in some live action against a
top-quality opponent.
According to Matt Johnson, the
Jesters seemed a little disoriented
early in the scrimmage, but were
able to pull things together as the
conflict continued.
“We actually looked pretty
good,” Matt Johnson said. “You
can actually watch the progress as
the scrimmage went on.”
It’s a real benefit for the Jesters to have the All-Maggots in the
same town in part because the AllMaggots are consistently one of
the top teams in the MRU.
“It definitely shows you what
you’re doing wrong when going
up against a team like that,” Matt
Johnson said.
The Jesters have a unique relationship with the All-Maggots.
They are old in-town rivals. And
while their games feature a little
more jawing back and forth than
most, overall the relationship is a
positive one.
“There’s definitely the innercity rivalry, but nowadays a lot
of Jesters go over and play for the

Maggots,” Ben Johnson said. “It’s
a good relationship.”
This year, the Jesters will host
the All-Maggots in their final
league match of the season on
April 17.
In Missoula, the All-Maggots
have a tendency to overshadow the
Jesters. The annual Maggotfest is
known far and wide in the rugby
world and Maggots have hoisted
the MRU’s Silver Cup 20 times
since its inception in 1976.
The Jesters have won the MRU
tournament twice. Their most recent Cup victory was in 1983.
However, this year, the Jesters
will be in the spotlight as the hosts
of the MRU tournament.
The tournament venue is determined on a rotating basis and this
season it will be played at Dornblaser Field on South Campus.
More than anything else, rugby
is a fraternity. Generally, teams
that host matches will give shelter to other clubs during their stay,
take them out for a few drinks and
show them the town.
As president of the hosting club
for this year’s tournament, Matt
Johnson is thrilled about being
able to flaunt Missoula’s passion
for rugby to the other clubs and
their contingent.
“It’s an exciting prospect because it means all the teams in
the union will be in Missoula,” he
said. “We want to show the public
what rugby is all about.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
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Wild pigs migrate north,
possibly into Montana
Jessica Stugelmayer
Montana Kaimin
Pigs aren’t usually animals people think
they have to worry about. But wild pigs
could change that if they make it into Montana.
This animal, also known as wild hog,
wild boar or feral pig, has been stirring up a
ruckus in almost every U.S. state and Canadian province. Wildlife biologists fear that
Montana, one of only five states without feral pigs, could be the next state these swine
sweep into.
Alhough feral pigs are considered a game
animal in some states, they are considered a
pest in others.
After working as the chief of wildlife
management for Manitoba, Brian Knudsen
made feral pigs his main concern. Knudsen
was working with a group of researchers
from Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Kansas
who gathered feral pig population statistics,
and he became so interested with the problem that he made it part of his life’s work.
Knudsen now runs Knudsen Wildlife
Management Systems in Manitoba, where
he offers consulting for wildlife management problems. While this pays the bills,
Knudsen focuses his personal research on
the spread of feral pigs with the Northern
Feral Pig Project.
Pigs came with the Spanish when they
took control of the southeast United States
in the 1500s. Some pigs were fenced in
while others were released as game animals. Then about 20 to 30 years ago, Knudsen said, people began to notice the wild pig
population was expanding.
In the mid-1990s, Knudsen mapped the
spread of feral pigs. His study found that
pigs had reached Kansas and Missouri, a
significant shift north. Knudsen said the
pigs spread because hunters trapped and
loaded groups into livestock trucks, then
drove them to other states and released
them.
A recent survey conducted by Knudsen
showed that the pigs had spread into Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia, Michigan
and Wisconsin.
North Dakota veterinary officials had to
eradicate a herd of pigs in 2008. The officials used traps and had to shoot pigs from
helicopters in what Knudsen said was an
“almost military-like” extermination. He
said the important message was that those
were the measures they had to take to get rid
of the animals.
Knudsen commended North Dakota for

Montana Kaimin

Flowing freely

being organized and realizing how
serious the problem was so they
could take control of it so quickly.
“This is what needs to be done,”
Knudsen said. “It’s a model that
states like Montana can follow
with profit.”
It is unknown when or how the
pigs will enter Montana. Knudsen
said it could be next year or 20
years from now. But the most important thing, he said, is having a
plan for when the time comes. He
compared it to having a fire department: “It’s there in case you need
it.”
“You can hold them off,” Knudsen said. “Southern states will
never get rid of them. Montana and
North Dakota, if they are ready,
they can hold them off.”
Several varieties of pigs are actually the same species. Eurasian
boars and domestic pigs look different but interbreed successfully,
Knudsen said.
One of the reasons they are such
successful pests is that sows can
have one to two litters a year with
about nine to 15 piglets per litter.
Knudsen said that sows are good
mothers and keep the pig survival
rate high.
Pigs are also very intelligent, he
said. If pigs survive a trap encounter, they will not return to another
trap like it.
An evenly distributed layer of
body fat helps keep them alive in
the United States colder northern
regions where people didn’t think
the animals could survive because
they lack a heavy fur coat.
Feral pigs root around, digging
Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin
up food in the soil. If they do this
After a week-long glimpse of spring, an iceless Clark Fork flows through town, reflecting light of the sunset.
around streams, their feces can
A host of fishing report Web sites, such as iceshanty.com, boast plenty of healthy fish downstream from the
Milltown dam. However, Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks officials still say that these fish may be contamiget into the watershed. Weeds can
nated with methyl mercury released from the dam and therefore shoudn’t be eaten. More information on
thrive in the upturned dirt. They
consumption guidelines for Montana is available at http://fwpiis.mt.gov/content/getItem.aspx?id=28187.
also destroy the nests of groundnesting birds, which could threaten
Jonkel and Knudsen are old friends, and a wild pig project ready so they are ready to
native bird species.
“There is no co-existing,” Knudsen said. in a meeting several years ago, Knudsen roll,” Jonkel said.
Known for his work with grizzly bears,
It was Knudsen who sounded the alarm shared his concern for Montana’s wildlife
to Missoula bear specialist and biologist safety. Jonkel said he took it upon himself Jonkel said the pigs would affect other stateChuck Jonkel. Jonkel said many people in to raise the alarm that feral pigs are a loom- protected wildlife, including bears. He said
Missoula hadn’t heard of the feral pig prob- ing threat to Montana’s habitat, and as far pigs would compete directly with bears for
as he knows, the state hasn’t done anything food, and because the pigs reproduce fast
lem.
“People keep asking me why I am calling about it.
“The state ought to be proactive and have
See PIG, page 12
bears ‘pigs,’” Jonkel said.

Cunning runners come from all over for GrizzlyMan race
Neil LaRubbio
Montana Kaimin
Due to unseasonably balmy
weather, grizzly bears are reported
to be emerging early from hibernation, while racers are taking the
opportunity to emerge from the
gyms to prepare for the third annual GrizzlyMan Adventure Race
on April 17.
Adventure racing is a rugged,
supercharged offspring of the more
pedestrian road marathon. Taking advantage of the 65,000 acres
within the Lubrecht Experimental Forest and The Resort at Paws
Up, this year’s GrizzlyMan course
combines hiking, biking, orienteering and rafting into an exhaustive eight- to 10-hour slog through
the countryside.

“It’s a weird race because you
won’t see anyone for hours,” said
John Cuddy who, along with teammate Tim Peterson, won first place
in last year’s GrizzlyMan male
pairs bracket as Team Neurotics.
The winning formula is a combination of shear endurance and
navigational instinct. In adventure
racing, choosing the best path to
each checkpoint is essential. Four
years in the Army has trained Peterson’s eye to chart a course of action using only a map, no compass.
Last year’s GrizzlyMan consisted of 19 checkpoints, but this
year’s course will have 25, according to the director of the
race, Joshua Phillips. Details of
the course are classified until the
night before the race when racers
receive a topographic map and the

list of checkpoints.
Racers then strategically place
their bikes and watercrafts prior to
the start of the race.
Phillips said some of the most
successful racers are cartographers, hunters and land surveyors
because they orient quickly to the
map and are able to find every
checkpoint.
Positivity and sound decisionmaking helped The Edge team
place second behind Team Neurotics last year. Steve Inabnit, a
52-year-old land surveyor, and
Russel Dexter, 54, chalk their success up to “cunning running.” Inabnit said they would stop and casually enjoy a sandwich while the
younger runners passed them.
“We just plod along,” Inabnit
said, noting that volunteers would

pop up in the oddest places, motivating them along the way.
The volunteers are what make
the GrizzlyMan exceptional,
Phillips said. He said it’s easy to
be director of a successful race
with so many people offering a
hand. Sponsors donate waterproof
topographic maps, race-day swag
bags and a full-suspension mountain bike for the winner’s raffle. A
Missoula Search and Rescue team
is on hand for any accidents or
hazardous disorientations from
the course.
Phillips predicts a tough competition this year. Teams from
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Texas
and West Point Military Academy
have already registered. And he
said “Grizzly women” are among
the fiercest racers. A coed team

finished with the fastest time last
year.
Phillips said the competitors
should expect more running this
year and a gnarly stretch of river
to contend with. Afterward, racers and volunteers will celebrate at
the Lubrecht Recreation Hall with
spaghetti and beer from Big Sky
Brewing Company.
For those interested in racing
with a little less intensity, the Black
Bear Challenge will be held at the
same time. It’s a four- to six-hour
course without a rafting section.
Competitors
can
register
through April 10 at www.grizzlymanrace.com. Competitors can
brush up on their compass skills at
a navigation clinic at the REI store
on March 18 at 7 p.m.
neil.larubbio@umontana.edu
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PIG
From page 11
and bears reproduce relatively
slow, the pigs could easily outnumber the bears within a short
amount of time.
Jonkel said trophy hunters want
bigger boars, so hunters will run
the show if they have the population of pigs to lobby for. He said
he thinks that Montana should
categorize the pigs as a pest before
the hunting community can get behind them.
He said states that make the
pigs a game animal end up with
thousands of pigs, and by that
point, it’s too late to get rid of
them.
“Once they get established,
they are formidable,” Jonkel said.
Jonkel said a study he read listed
only six states without feral pigs,
including Wyoming and Montana,
but he has heard there are populations in Wyoming, which would
make it just five states.
Jonkel said a few years ago, a
group of domestic pigs escaped
and got out of control in the Grant
Creek area. A friend of Jonkel’s
who worked with the state then
had to go into the area and shoot
all the pigs before they established
themselves further.
“He just blew them all away,
and that’s what the state has to be
ready to do,” Jonkel said. “Kill
them right away with state employees.”
jessica.stugelmayer@umontana.edu

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Japanese workbook/textbook lost in LA
243. If found please call 406-320-2881.
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins. 2516611.
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz
Discount: Half month free with 3 months
up front. Student discount for truck rental.
406-721-7277.
HELP WANTED
Computer Wizard Part Time - assist our
hotel with web site, on-line marketing,
face book, twitter, upgrades, trouble shoot-
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Gas shutoff was delayed in Bozeman explosion
Associated Press
NorthWestern Energy crews
misread a map of the company’s
pipelines in downtown Bozeman,
contributing to a delay in shutting
off natural gas that fueled a fire
after an explosion last year, the
Montana Public Service Commission found.
It took more than 16 hours to
stem the flow of natural gas, and
firefighters were unable to extinguish a blaze sparked by the
March 5 explosion until the gas
feeding the fire could be cut off.
The explosion and fire killed
a woman and leveled half a city
block.
NorthWestern Energy spokes-

woman Claudia Rapkoch said
the stressful situation apparently
fueled confusion in reading the
maps, leading crews to install
a fitting to stop the leak on the
wrong pipe. A second fitting was
installed nearby and was effective.
“The maps were accurate, but
it was really more a function of
people working in very stressful
conditions,” Rapkoch said.
Rapkoch said the mistake delayed gas shut-off for only three
or four hours and that other factors
were involved.
“When you shut a gas system
off, it’s still pressurized,” Rapkoch
said. “You still have to let the system purge, and (with) all that gas
that’s packed into that line, it’s not

instantaneous.”
Instead of shutting down the
entire downtown zone, affecting
thousands of customers, the utility
company decided to let gas burn
while they installed shut-off fittings.
Authorities based that decision on the expected cold weather
and the time it would have taken
to bleed gas out of the entire zone
and shut off individual meters one
by one.
Rapkoch said 8,000 to 10,000
customers would have been without heat or hot water for weeks if
the company had turned off the
zone.
Rapkoch said welding the fittings in a live natural gas line also

required careful work that took
time.
The crew was “working in an
emergency situation with a highvolume, high-pressure pipeline
with welding equipment, and they
were working as quickly as they
could given their situation,” Rapkoch said. “But at no time would
they take any shortcuts” to compromise their safety or that of anyone else,” she said.
PSC investigators found no corrosion on pipes removed from the
area near the blast site, and said a
coupling on a 2-inch service line
“was believed to fail as a result of
environmentally assisted cracking
— possibly frost heave,” the report
said.

States to fight dismal college completion rates
Associated Press
More than a dozen states have
formed an alliance to figure out
how to get more students to follow
through and earn their diplomas.
Stan Jones, Indiana’s former
commissioner for higher education, is leading the effort with
about $12 million in startup money from several national nonprofits.
About one in every two Americans who start college never finish, said Jones.
The U.S. has focused on access
to higher education for the past
several decades, and states need to

turn their focus toward how many
students actually graduate after
they get in, even if it means using
a funding structure that is based
on degree completion instead of
attendance, Jones said Tuesday.
The campaign’s goal: Make
sure 60 percent of adults between
the ages of 25 and 35 hold an associate or bachelor’s degree by 2020,
up from the 38 percent that now
claim this status.
The benchmark falls in line
with President Barack Obama’s
desire to once again make the U.S.
the leader in college attainment by
2020. The U.S. led the world in the
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proportion of citizens with college
degrees for decades but has been
overtaken by other countries in recent years.
Obama stressed the importance
of higher education in his State of
the Union speech, saying “a high
school diploma no longer guarantees a good job.”
At least 17 states have pledged
to consider policy changes and
draft ambitious plans to boost
their college completion rates:
Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont and West Virginia.
“It’s certainly the biggest effort
of its kind to recognize the magnitude of the problem and address
it in a systematic way,” said Pat
Callan, executive director of the
National Center for Public Policy
and Higher Education. “We don’t
know how well it’ll work of course.
... It’s gonna be a tough go. This is
not an easy set of problems.”
Public universities across the
country are launching similar
campaigns to boost graduation
rates.
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The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

ing……Mountain Valley Inn - Roseann or
Jack. Call 728-4500 or info@mvimissoula.
com
Seeking website manager. Missoula based
manufacturer, we have the ecommerce
site & the products - need self motivated
person with experience in marketing and
website management to promote and
market site worldwide, manage orders and
affiliate programs. Work from home whatever hours you like, this position is a profit
sharing opportunity with unlimited upside
potential. If you know how to use CMS,
understand html and php, have a clue
what SEO stands for and are ready to take

control of your income, email your professional resume outlining such experience to
kurtr@insightwholesale.com
Great summer job opportunity on Flathead
Lake, resort/restaurant hiring cooks, dishwasher, housekeeping, and servers. Call
207-5422.
Create a positive change on campus
VOLUNTEER for SARC Applications
due March 17th. Call 243-5244 with questions.
Do you have a passion for teaching handson science? The spectrUM Discovery
Area is looking for YOU to join our team
as a Public Educator Intern. Boost your

skills and build your resume, all while inspiring Montana’s next generation of environmental scientists with our new Wonders
of Water exhibit. For more information
email ashley.whitfeldt@mso.umt.edu
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments available. Please call 243-4711.
Stuttering Support Group for Adults.
UM Speech Language and Hearing
Clinic. March 3rd at 5:15pm (Curry Health
Center-Lower Level) Contact: Chris Merriman, Christine.merriman@umontana.
edu., or 243-2377.

SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student discount! Computer Central 136 E. Broadway
542-6540.
Basic Wildfire Training, April 10-11 and
April 17-18; for info call 543-0013.
MISCELLANEOUS
Summer furnished housing with reasonable rent wanted by responsible, retired
couple plus two small dogs, thrilled to be
near Missoula grandkids. Will respect your
home as if it were our own. Call Anne
Marie @ 303-710-0207.
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